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12: Effacement vs. Exposure of the 
Poetic Act: Philosophy and 
Literature as Producers of 
"History" (Hegel vs. Goethe) 

Franz-Josef Deiters 

Es wird unmoglich sein, aus dem Modernismus von Hegels Diagnose 
neuerer Kunst die Prognose von deren Zukunft zu tilgen, ohne 
seine Theorie insgesamt umzuformulieren. An ihre Leistungen kaoo 
nur der aokniipfeo, def die Bedingungen erkennt, unter denen ihre 
Defekte zustande kamen. Und seiner Fundamente kann man sich nur 
bedienen, wenn man erkennt, aufwelcheo Grund sie gelegr sind. l 

[It will be impossible to cut away the aspect of Hegel's forecast 
about the future of art from the general modernity of his diagno
sis of recent art withom reformulating his theory of art as a whole. 
Only one who knows the conditions under which its defects arose 
can begin this task ofretormulation; one can make lise of its founda
tions only when one understands the grounds on which the founda
tions were laid.21 

1. 

H ISTORY" IS A PARADIGM. that emerges from what the conceptual histo
rian Reinhart Koselleck calls the Sattelzeit, the period between 1750 

and 1850; in other words, the concept of history itself has a history. For 
although history "als Kunde, Erzahlung lind Wissenschaft" (in the form 
of tidings, storytelling and scientific inquiry), as he explains, has been 
"ein alter Befund europaischer Kultur" (a part of European culture since 
antiquity), and although "das Geschichten-Erzahlen zur Geselligkeit des 
Menschen [gehort]" (the telling of stories is inseparably bound up with 
human sociability), the notion that "es in der Geschichte urn 'Geschichte 
seiber' geht und nicht um eine Geschichte von etwas" (what is at stake in 
history is "history itse1t~" and not the history of something or other), is 
"eine moderne, eine neuzeitliche Formulierung"3 (a formulation specific 
to the modern era). 
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Two agents, above all, work together to produce the new paradigm: 
literature and philosophy, and on the side ofliterature the genre of drama, 
in particular, plays a leading role. From Goethe's G5tz 'Von Berlichingen 
and Schiller's Don Carlos to Heiner Muller's Germania Tod in Berlin (to 
name only the German tradition), "history"-understood as a "collective 
singular"-is restaged again and again. At the same time there appear the 
great modern philosophies of history, which attempt to subsume history 
under a conceptual schema. In the German context, one would here have 
to mention Johann Gottfried Herder and (to some extent) Justus Moser 
as the leading figures in the second half of the eighteenth century; yet 
philosophical work on the concept of history doubtlessly culminates in 
Hegel's Vorlesungen uber die Philosophie der Geschichte (Lectures on the 
philosophy ofhistory)4 

In post-Kantian idealist aesthetics, at the very latest, literature and 
philosophy come to rival each other as producers of "history." At this 
point, philosophy takes it upon itself to "adopt" art and literature, treat
ing the image as an object upon which to lavish the philosophical "labor 
of the concept" and explicitly asserting the primacy of concept over 
image. This objectivation of the image by the concept, however, goes 
hand in hand with the attempt to cover up and efface the poetic act that 
underlies the paradigm of "history," an act that had still informed the 
older, premodern meaning of the concept and had been conspicuously 
retained and reflected in the modern literary genre of historical drama. 
I therefore wish to propose that the origin of the logocentric discourse 
of history is to be found in HegePs philosophy of art. In the first part of 
my essay, I will accordingly set out to reconstruct Hegel's effacement of 
the poetic origin of "history" by jointly examining his aesthetics and his 
philosophy of history. In the second part, I will confront Hegel's logo
centric approach with a reading of Goethe's historical drama Egmontthat 
exposes the poetic origin of "history" and thereby offers an alternative to 
Hegel's logocentrism. 

II. 
While the assertion that history and art are systematically interconnected 
in Hegel's idealist philosophy of history may well be a commonplace, 
it is a commonplace that warrants closer inspection. Thus the Hegel 
scholar Klaus Vieweg contends that "Geschichte und Kunst [ ... J als 
zwei verschiedene 'Vereinigungspunkte' von Natur und Geist [gelten], 
zwei differente Werke. In ihrer Andersartigkeit sind Weltgeschichte und 
Kunst Sphar-en oder Formen des 'Scheinens des Wahren,' der 'Wahr
Scheinlichkeit'''s (history and art [ ... J are considered to be two different 
"points of union" of nature and spirit, two different works. In their alterity, 
world history and art constitute spheres and forms of "truth-semblance" 
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or "verisimilitude"). The collective singular "history" here signifies politi
cal history or the history of states-in Hegelian terminology, the level 
of objective spirit. When it comes to the relationship between historical 
drama and the philosophy of history, in the sense outlined at the begin
ning of this paper, "history" is to be understood in a twofold sense. On 
the one hand, the concept refers to the history of objective spirit, politi
cal history; on the other, it refers to the history of the reflection of the 
history of objective spirit, hence the level of absolute spirit in its artistic, 
religious, and philosophical manifestations. With respect to the question 
of the relationship between philosophy of history and historical drama, 
what is thus at stake-and here I will again cite Klaus Vieweg-is "die 
Binnenstruktur der Philosophie des Geistes, speziell [ ... ] die Beziehung 
zwischen Philosophie des objektiven Geistes-der im engeren Sinne 
praktischen Philosophie Hegels, die eine logische Architektonik aus phi
losophischer Rechtslehre, Ethik, poHtischer Philosophie und Philosophie 
der Geschichte darstellt-und der Theorie des absoluten Geistes, die 
Philosophie der Kunst, der Religion und der Philosophie in sich schlieBt,,6 
(the inner structure ofthe philosophy of spirit, specifically the relationship 
between the philosophy of objective spirit-Hegel's practical philosophy 
in the narrower sense, comprising a logical architectonics of philosophi
cal jurisprudence, ethics, political philosophy, and philosophy of history
and the theory of absolute spirit, which encompasses the philosophy of 
an, the philosophy of religion, and the philosophy of philosophy). The 
conceptual pairing used by Hegel to determine this inner structure-that 
is, the relationship of world history to its different modes of reflection
is that of form and content. So far as I can see, Hegel scholarship has 
largely followed him in this. It therefore seems only logical that it should 
be applied to the relationship betvveen the philosophy of history and the 
poetic genre of historical drama as well. In my opinion, however, a full 
picture will only be gained by adding a third concept to the mix: the 
concept of medium. In what follows, I will therefore attempt to explicate 
the relationship between the philosophy of history and historical drama 
in Hegel with reference to the conceptual triad of form, content, and 
medium. This will allow for the effacement of the poetic act that under
lies the paradigm of "history" in Hegel to come to light. 

III. 
In his Vorlesungen -tiber die Philosophie der Geschichte, Hegel character
izes his project of a "Philosophie der Geschichte" (12:20;7 Philosophy of 
History, 88 ) as a "denkende Betrachtung derselben" (12:20; thoughtful 
consideration of it, 8-9). In doing so, he parries the objection that might 
be expected from Aristotelian quarters-namely, that such a project is a 
contradiction in terms to the extent that history is concerned with what 
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actually happened, hence the particular, whereas the object of philoso
phy is generality as such-by propounding the most far-reaching thesis 
that could be imagined in this context: Hegel claims the identity of his 
own project ofa "philosophische Weltgeschichte" (12:11; Philosophical 
History of the World, 1) with "Weltgeschichte selbst" (12:11; Universal 
History itself, 1): that is, the actual course of history. This thesis of his
tory's conformability to philosophy is most famously expressed by Hegel 
in his breathtakingly audacious dictum: "Wer die Welt verniinftig ansieht, 
den sieht sie auch verniinftig an, beides ist eine Wechselbestimmung" 
(12:23; To him who looks upon the world rationally, the world in its 
turn, presents a rational aspect. The relation is mutual, 11). What is for
mulated in these terms is a program of reading that proceeds by measur
ing historical processes against the yardstick of reason. In the introduction 
to his lectures, Hegel explicitly concedes that "der einfache Gedanke der 
Vernunft' (12:20; the simple conception of Reason, 9) the idea "daB die 
Vernunft die Welt beherrsche" (12:20; that Reason is the Sovereign of 
the World, 9) constitutes the central presupposition of his philosophical 
narrative of history. It would therefore be appropriate to define Hegel's 
philosophy of history as a story oriented toward what I will call the "rea
son" narrative. Moreover, in characterizing world history as progress in 
the "BewuBtsein der Freiheit" (12:77; consciousness of Freedom, 49)
whereby "freedom" is defined as rational determinacy or" Beisichsein im 
Anderen"9 (being by oneself in the other), to borrow Ralf Beuthan's 
felicitous phrase-Hegel not only postulates the finality of his philo
sophical narrative of history, he also postulates the need to demonstrate 
that the standpoint from which world history can be narrated against 
the yardstick of reason emerges from out of that history itself. History's 
conformability to reason, in other words, can only count as assured 
once it has proven possible to construct world history as the production 
of the standpoint from which history can be told against the horizon of 
the "reason" narrative. 

IV. 
This thesis has a mediological implication that bears on my attempt to 
situate the relationship between the philosophy of history and histori
cal drama in Hegel. From a mediological viewpoint, the philosopher's 
demand that the world be looked at rationally means nothing less than 
that the historical process should be ascribed the status of a medium of 
reason. Historical events are displaced from the level of chance occur
rence, which can at most be the object of a chronology that regis
ters events in their empirical singularity, to the level of signs that are 
ascribed significance against the horizon of the "reason" narrative. One 
could equally describe this operation as the original semiotization of the 
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historical, a process that underpins Hegel's entire project, along with 
the project of the German Early Romantics.lO This operation of original 
semiotization essentially consists in a kind of reduplication of the histori
cal process. On the one hand, real history represents a series of individual 
occurrences; it belongs to the realm of nature, which Hegel rejects as 
the untrue. On the other hand, however, this very sequence of events 
becomes the signifying body of the Hegelian narrative of reason. Just as 
Ernst H. Kantorowicz refers in his famous book to the king's two bod
ies,ll a bicorporality that is subsequently transferred to the empirical 
populace in the Enlightenment doctrine of popular sovereignty, so one 
can speak analogously, in the case of Hegel's philosophy of history, of 
a theory of history's two bodies, a theory underpinned precisely by the 
operation I have called "original semiotization." 

It is one of the advantages of Hegelian philosophy that it does not 
take up a naiVe position in this regard, but endeavors to account for its 
own mediological presupposition. The philosophical narrative of world 
history, in Hegel, includes a story about the becoming of the mediologi
cal situation in which this narrative becomes possible. Its reflection upon 
this necessity is what makes Hegel's philosophy of history so innovative 
for its time, and so unique to this day. This process is concluded at the 
moment when all the factors that disfigure the text of history and impede 
its readability from the standpoint of reason are excluded or filtered out 
of the world-process, which is now declared to be the medium of reason 
itself. One may therefore characterize that aspect of his historical narrative, 
which thematizes both the sequence of absolute spirit's forms of appear
ing and the media that support this sequence, as a narrative charged with 
filtering out all the disfiguring factors from the text of history. It is only 
by explicating this process that the relationship between historical drama 
and the philosophy of history comes to light in Hegel; indeed, the sites 
of historical drama and the philosophy of history can only be determined 
and referred to each other against the horizon ofthis explication. 

v. 
As far as historical drama is concerned, one can first of all say that the 
literary genre of drama represents "die hochste Stufe der Poesie und 
der Kunst" (15:474;12 the highest stage of poetry and of art generally, 
2:1158 13) in Hegel's philosophy of art, since in drama it is no longer
as in sculpture-the extrahuman sensuous world that is transformed into 
the medium of absolute spirit, "sondern der lebendige Mensch selber" 
(15:320; but living man himself, 2:1036). The "sprechende Individuum 
aHein" (15:320; individual speaker [ ... J alone, 2:1036), we read in the 
Vorlesungen fiber die Asthetik (Lectures on aesthetics), "ist der Trager rur 
die sinnliche Gegenwart und Wirklichkeit" (15:320; is the support for 
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the perceptible presence and actuality, 2:1036) of absolute spirit. Since 
in drama, as in all poetic forms, the speaking individual is a medillm of 
absolute spirit, drama constitutes a central object of philosophy, under
stood as the historical narrative oriented to the "reason" narrative. When 
Hegel seeks to seize the "Grundbegriff des Sch6nen" (15:573; the funda
mental nature of the beautiful, 2:1237)-and hence of drama-to pursue 
it "dUfCh aile Sradien hindufch, die er in seiner Realisation durchHiufr" 
(15:573; through all the stages it has gone through in the course of 
its realization, 2:1237) and to seize and prove it "durch das Denken" 
(15:573; in thought, 2:1237), this means that a philosophical history 
of dmma must always pay heed to the mediological aspect. In order to 
determine the relationship between historical drama and philosophy of 
history, it is crucial to note that Hegel believes the possibility of "seizing" 
drama "in thought" as a "realization" of absolute spirit-the possibility, 
that is, of considering drama philosophically-to have emerged from the 
history of absolute spirit's self-realization. In ancient Greece, according 
to the logic of this argument, this penetration of drama by thought was 
not yet possible, given that at this stage of the historical process, art
and drama as its most advanced form-was itself the most advanced 
manifestation of the progressive self-reflection of absolute spirit. For the 
same reason, a philosophical aesthetics could not yet come into being. 
In ancient Greece, art-with drama at irs fore-consequently held the 
position occupied by philosophy in modern times. It is therefore only 
consequential that in the Vorlesungcn uber die Philosophic der Geschichte, 
world history in its Greek stage is generally regarded from the viewpoint 
of art. Both the subjective and the objective spirit of this epoch are expli
cated there according to the paradigm of artistic representation. Hegel 
characterizes the Greek world as the age of the "schone[n] Individualitat" 
(12:295; Beautiful Individuality, 250). In Greece, we read at the begin
ning of part 2 of the Philosophy of History, absolute spirit appears "in der 
sinnlichen Gegenwart [ ... J, als der verk6rperte Geist und die vergeistigte 
Sinnlichkeit" (12:275; in the sensuous, actual world, as Incarnate Spirit 
and Spiritualized Sense, 233). This by no means refers exclusively to 
sculpture but also and above all to poetry, especially the genre of drama. 
In drama, the Greek spectator first contemplates man as protagonist, as 
the heroic subject of the historical process. In this sense, Hegel can say 
that "Achill [ ... J, der Homerische JUngling aus dem Trojanischen Krieg" 
(12:275; Achilles [ ... ], the Homeric Youth of the Trojan War, 233) is 
the "hochste Gestalt, die der griechischen Vorstellung vorgeschwebt hat" 
(12:275; highest form that floated before Greek imagination, 233). Hegel 
believes '"solche heroische Individllalitaten wie die der FHrsten" (12:285; 
such heroic personalities as such of the princes, 241) to be "ausgezeich
net fahig, Gegenstande der dramatischen KlInst zu sein, da sie selbstandig 
und individuell sich entschlieBen [ ... ]; ihre Tat lind ihr Untergang ist 
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individuell" (12:285; remarkably suited for subjects of dramatic art on 
this very account-that they form their resolutions [ ... J; their conduct 
and their ruin is individual, 241). Hegel identifies the epochal border of 
Attic tragedy-and hence the epochal border in the self-mediation and 
self-mediatization of absolute spirit-in the fact that the heroes of tragedy 
"ihre Entschlusse noch nicht aus sich selbst, sondern von ihren Orakeln 
hernehmen" (12:306; derive their resolves not yet from themselves, but 
from their Oracles, 260). "Menschliche [ ... J Subjektivitat nimmt noch 
nicht, als unendliche, die absolute Entscheidung aus sich selbst" (12:306; 
Human [ ... ] subjectivity, recognized as infinite, has as yet, [no] abso
lutely decisive authority, 260). For all that Attic tragedy may put human 
subjectivity on show in the medium of the dramatic actor-and therein 
lies its world-historical significance-this subjectivity nonetheless remains 
determined by something external to it, by extrahuman sensuous nature. 
The subjectivity represented here is thus one that does not yet fully know 
itself. From the perspective of philosophical speculation, what Attic trag
edy stages can be characterized as the original situation of history, in 
which man, although already an active subject, has not yet completely 
escaped the thrall of nature; it is the threshold situation in which nature 
and history are still indistinct. Greek tragedy should therefore be defined 
more precisely, according to the logic of Hegelian thought, as the drama 
of man's natural history_ To this corresponds, under the mediological 
aspect, the representational medium of the living human body and the 
human voice. 

VI. 
In Hegel's narrative, the goal of putting man's unconditional, self·know
ing subjectivity on show is first realized by dramatic poetry in its Romantic 
phase, stamped by the inwardization tendencies of the Christian religion. 
In Romantic historical drama, according to this conception, the individ
llal acts solely from his inner resolve and is no longer motivated by any 
external factor. He thereby offers an image of freedom as the principle of 
world history. Hegel sees in this the 

Hauptberuf der Dichtkunst, wenn sie ihrem Stofte nach den Boden 
der Geschichtsschreibung hetritt. Sie hat in diesem Faile den inner
sten Kern und Sinn einer Begebenheit, Handlung, eines nationalen 
Charakters, einer hervorragenden historischen Individualitat her
auszufinden, die ull1herspielenden Zufalligkeiren aber und gleich
gliltigen Beiwerke des Geschehens, die nur relativen U mstande lind 
Charakterzlige abzustreifen lind datlir seIche an die Stelle zu set
zen, dUfch wekhe die innere Substanz der Sache klar herausscheinen 
kann, so daB dieselbe in dieser umgewandelten AuBengestalt so 
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sehr ihr gemafies Dasein finder, daB sich nur erst das an und rur 
sich Verntinftige in seiner ihm an und fur sich entsprechenden 
Wirklichkeit entwickelt und offenbar macht. (15:266--67) 

[task [ ... ] to which poetry is chiefly called if in its material it treads 
on the ground of historical description. In this case it has to search 
out the inmost kernel and meaning of an event, an action, a national 
character, a prominent historical individual, but it has to strip away 
the accidents that play their part around them, and the indifferent 
accessories of what happened, the purely relative circumstances and 
traits of character, and put in their place things through which the 
inner substance of the thing at issue can clearly shine, so that this 
substance finds its adequate existence in this transformed external 
form to such an extent that only now is the absolutely rational devel
oped and made manifest in an actuality absolutely in correspondence 
with itself. e'993-94)] 

This transformation in Romantic art of the historically active individual 
into a manifestation of absolute spirit once again has a mediologica1 pre
supposition. For Hegel thematizes the radical change that Christianity 
(in its Lutheran end-stage) signifies for poetry in general, and for dra
matic poetry in particular, under a mediological aspect as well. Only 
with the invention of the printing press does dramatic poetry go so far 
in "der negativen Behandlung ihres sinnlichen Elementes" (15:235; its 
negative treatment of its sensuous material, 2:968) that it degrades its 
"Entgegengesetzte[s]" (15:235; opposite,), sensuous nature, to the sta
tus ofa "bedeutungslose[sJ Zeichen" (15:235; meaningless sign, 2:968), 
whereas in Greek tragedy, (extrahuman) sensuous nature was still invested 
with meaning as the world-historical agent responsible for bringing about 
the hero's downfall. One could say that, for Hegel, the letter is the objec
tive embodiment of absolute spirit; it represents the most general and 
abstract sensuousness, reduced to the function of a signifying body and 
cleansed of the infirmities to which the human body is prone. "Denn 
gedruckte oder geschriebene Buchstaben," Hegel writes, "sind freilich 
auch noch auBerlich vorhanden, jedoch nur gleichgiiltige Zeichen rur 
Laute und Worter" (15:320; For printed or written letters, it is true, are 
also existent externally, but they are only arbitrary signs for sounds and 
words, 2:1036). As a technique that allows sensuous nature to be largely 
excluded from the representation of the spirit, letterpress printing is 
thus declared to be the media-technological presupposition of Romantic 
art, which "nicht mehr" (15:16; no longer, 2:796) conveys "die reale, 
sondern eine bloB lJorgesteUte und fur die innere Anschauung, Vorstellung 
und Empfindung gestaltete AuBerlichkeit" (15:16; real objectivity but 
only a purely intellectual one, one formed and shaped for inner contem
plation, ideas, and feelings, 2:796). 
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VII. 
Yet according to the logic of Hegelian philosophy, precisely this 
media-technological shift from orality to scripturality, objectified in 
the technique of letterpress printing, spells the dire end of art and 
poetry in general, and historical drama in particular, as adequate mani
festations of absolute spirit. For even though sensuous nature may be 
invalidated on the level of the medium, reduced to what Hegel calis 
the "meaningless" function of representing the spiritual, it nonetheless 
returns in full force on the level of form. Hegel demands of poetry, 
and thus of historical drama, that it "ab[Jstreife[]" (15:267; strip 
away, 2:994) "die umherspielenden Zufaliigkeiten [ ... J und gleich
giiltigen Beiwerke" (15:267; the accidents that play their part around 
them, and the different accessories of what happened, 2:994) and put 
"daflir soIche an die Stelle [ ... ], durch weJche die innere Substanz 
der Sache klar herausscheinen kann" (15:267; in their place things 
through which the inner substance of the thing at issue can clearly 
shine, 2:994). Yet he denies Romantic poetry precisely this capacity to 
represent the matter itself, world history, since he sees imagined sen
suousness-that is, individual expression-splitting off in such poetry 
from the spirituality it is supposed to represent. Hegel distinguishes 
between an "e;qentliche[n]" (15:279; imitative or literal, 2:1003) 
and an "unei.:qentliche[nJ" (15:279; non-imitative or metaphorical, 
2:1003) mode of depiction, and this latter kind introduces a further 
difference. According to this distinction, whereas 

das eigentliche Bild [_ .J nur die Sache in der ihr zugehorigen 
Realitat dar[stellt), [verweilt] der uneigentliche Ausdruck dagegen 
[ ... J nicht unmittelbar bei clem Gegenstande selbst, sondern gehr 
zur Schilderung eines anderen, zweiten tiber, durch welchen uns die 
Bedeutung des ersten klar und anschaulich werden soil. Meraphern, 
Bilder, Gleichnisse usf. gehoren zu dieser Weise der poetischen 
Vorstellung. Rier wird dem Inhalte, urn den es zu run isr, ooch 
eine davon verschiedene Halle hinzugefiigt, welche teils nur als 
Schmuck dient, teils auch zur naheren Erklarung nicht voIIstandig 
kann genurzt werden, da sie nur nach einer bestimmten Seite hin zu 
jenem ersten Inhalt gehorr (15:279) 

[the imitative or literal picture presents only the thing in the reality 
that belongs to it, [ ... J the non-imitative or metaphorical expres
sion does not linger directly with the object itself but proceeds to the 
description of a second different one through which the meaning of 
the first is to become clear and perceptible to us. Metaphors, images, 
similes, etc., belong to this SOrt of poetical expression. In these cases 
the subject-maner in question has added to it a veil different from it 
which sometimes serves only as a decoration but sometimes cannot 
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be used altogether as a clearer explanation of it because it is appro
priate to only one of its aspects. (2:1003-4)J 

In Hegel's view, the subjectivity realized in Romantic poetry, the poetic 
imagination, seals itself off in the individuality of poetic expressions and 
becomes baseless, as it were: "Ihr ist es dann nicht darum zu tun, sich 
nur die Sache bestimmt und anschaulich vorzustellen; im Gegenteil, der 
metaphorische Gebrauch dieser weiter abliegenden Erscheinungen wird 
fur sich selber Zweck" (15:280; Consequently this poetry has noth
ing to do with merely presenting something definitely and visibly, for 
on the contrary the metaphorical use of these far-removed phenomena 
becomes in it an end on its own account, 2:1004). Hegel's construction 
of world history may be characterized in mediological terms as a progres
sive exclusion of sensuousness from the representational process with the 
goal of distilling an ever-purer representation of reason; that is why the 
autonomy accorded the sensuous element in Romantic art at the level 
of form, when compared with the stage in the self-reflection of absolute 
spirit attained with writing, must appear as deficient and even retrograde. 
Hegel accordingly describes "das Metaphorische und Bildliche" (15:280; 
what is metaphorical and figurative, 2:1005) as "iiberhaupt relativ immer 
undeutlich und unrichtig" (15:280; always relatively unclear and inaccu
rate, 2:1005). The result, he writes, is 

daB nun die prosaischen Kommentatoren der Poeten viel zu tun 
haben, ehe es ihnen gelingr, durch ihre versrandigen Analysen Bild 
und Bedeutung zu rrennen, aus der lebendigen Gestalt den abstrakten 
Inhalt herauszuziehen und dadurch dem prosaischen BewuBtsein das 
Versrandnis poetischer Vorstellungsweisen er6ffiten zu k6nnen (15:281) 

[that prosaic commentators on poetry have a lot of trouble before 
they succeed by their intellectual analyses in separating meaning and 
image, extracting the abstract content from the living shape, and 
thereby disclosing to the prosaic consciousness an understanding of 
the poetic way of putting thing (2:1005)] 

For Hegel, the emergence of philology as a hermeneutic discipline and 
the concurrent emergence of philosophical aesthetics, which occurs even 
as the sensuous element takes on a life of its own in Romantic art, repre
sents a corrective and an attempt at objectivation, so to speak. Philology 
and philosophical aesthetics both seek to relate the poetic work of art
historical drama, in our case-to the same stage in the self-reflection of 
absolute spirit from which it simultaneously disqualifies itself through 
the individuality of its poetic expression. Whence the following paradox: 
historical drama calls for philosophical commentary at the very moment 
when it succeeds for the first time in demonstrating freedom as the 
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principle of history, the moment when, emancipating itself at the level of 
content from Attic tragedy's indebtedness to natural history, it becomes 
the drama of world history. At the same time, however, this means that 
historical drama dissolves as a manifestation appropriate to absolute 
spirit, in so far as "der Zweck alIer Kunst" (15:572; the goal of all art, 
2:1236) "die durch den Geist hervorgebrachte Identitat" (15:572; iden
tity, produced by the spirit, 2:1236) only appears at the moment of its 
"Selbstzerstorung" (15:573; self-destruction, 2:1236). The philosophical 
interpretation of historical drama-one could speak here of allegoresis
salvages the idea of history in historical drama from its concealment under 
a self-sufficient metaphorical layer, so redeeming historical drama for the 
present, whereas the poetic form of historical drama is consigned to the 
past of the philosophy of history.14 In mediological terms, one could 
say that the shift from orality to scripturaiity, from voice to letter, as the 
greatest possible degree to which the sensuous element can be excluded 
from the self-reflection process of spirit, is first accomplished at the level 
of form by the philosophical concept. As the form appropriate to the 
medium of the letter, the concept is accorded a status strictly denied the 
image in the horizon of Hegel's logocentric thought. 

The reduction of the isolated historical event to the function of a sig
nifying body for the Hegelian philosophy of history has far~reaching con
sequences. For this reduction effaces the poetic act that also underlies the 
identity-philosophical story of world history. The philosopher of identity 
attempts to eliminate every trace of particularity from his historical nar
rative by claiming the insignificance of the sign-bearer and by represent
ing the philosophical narrative as a self-steering spiral of reflection that 
ascends via the dialectic of form and content. By means of this reflective 
movement, spirit is able to transcend the finitude of objective spirit and 
thereby produce from within itself the standpoint from which a story of 
world history oriented toward the reason-narrative can appear as justified. 

VIII. 
Modern historical drama, on the other hand, does not permit such a spiri
tual ascent-that is to say, the reduction of isolated historical events to 
the function of a meaningless signifying body-in so far as it makes the 
poetic act, and hence the semiotization of the isolated historical event or 
individual, the object of the representation. It thereby foregrounds the 
premodern, storytelling dimension of the term "history." In this sense,
Goethe's Egmont(1788)-which I have in mind here as paradigmatic for 
the genre of historical drama-takes for its object of representation the 
very process by which the historical figure of Count Egmont is semio
tized-that is, the poetic elevation of this figure into the protagonist of a 
historical narrative. 
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Goethe's Egmont is a drama that depicts a historical event on stage. IS 

The play centers around the revolt of the Netherlands against Spanish rule 
and the process behind the formation of the Dutch nation. In Aus mei
nem Leben: Dichtung und Wahrheit (Truth and fiction relating to my life), 
Goethe notes: "Nachdem ieh im 'G6tz von Berlichingen' das Symbol 
einer bedeutenden WeItepoche nach meiner Art abgespiegelr harte, sah 
ich mich oach einem ~ihnlichen Wendepunkt clef Staarengeschichte sorg
fairig lim. Der Aufstand der Niederlande gewann meine Aufinerksamkeit" 
(HA 10:170; Following the reflection, made in my specific manner, 
on the symbol of a significant world epoch in Gotz vO'!1- Berlichingen, I 
looked carefully for a similar turning point in political history. The revolt 
of the Netherlands attracted my attention). Yet Friedrich Schiller's criti
cism of Goethe's second historical drama, published in the Jmaische{n} 
Allgemeine[n} Litteraturzeitung, already indicates that the play is not 
confined to being a dramatic revelation of a turning. point in political 
history. Schiller, the author of the historical drama Don Carlos as well 
as of the essay Geschichte des Abfalls der Vereinigten Niederlande pan der 
spanischen Regier.U'flg (The history of the revolt of the Netherlands), 
deems Goethe's choice of Egmont, the titular character of the histori
cal drama, completely unintelligible. Unlike William of Orange, who 
is nobilitated in Schiller's essay to a "Burger der Wdt" (citizen of the 
world), Egmont "ist nie mehr als ein Flaminger gewesen" (has never been 
more than a Fleming),16 thus, not a world-historical subject who par
takes in the teleologically directed occurrences of the moralization of the 
human race: "In der Geschichte ist Egmont kein grafter Charakter, er ist 
es auch in dem Trauerspiele nicht" (In history Egmont is not a significant 
character, neither is he one in the tragedy). "Hier," Schiller notes, "ist 
er ein wohlwollender, heiterer und offener Mensch, [ ... J ein frohliches 
Weltkind";17 (Here he is a well-meaning, jovial and open person, [ ... J a 
cheerful worldling). 

The fact that Goethe chooses Egmont as the titular character of a 
historical drama indicates that something far more complex than just a 
simple representation of what could be described with Hegel as objec
tive history is at stake here. Hegel's notion would perhaps have found a 
more adequate personification in William of Orange. Thereby to clarifY 
the question of what is at stake in Egmont, the final scene is of partic
ular importance, a scene that Schiller merely recognizes as a question
able "Saito mortale in eine Opernwelt";18 (salta mortale into an opera 
world). In this final scene Egmont is elevated to a symbolic figure or, as 
Jane K. Brown has it, allegory,19 in whose image the Dutch people unifY 
and rise against the Spanish foreign powers. Egmont's dream, in which 
Clara "ihm andeutet, daB sein Tad den Provinzen die Freiheit verschaffen 
werde" (HA 4:453; indicate[s] to him that his death will bring freedom 
to the provinces, 113)20 is underpinned by the "Siegessymphonie" (HA 
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4:454; symphony expressive of victory, 114) with whose chime the cur
tains fall. Intertwined in this dramatic representation of a turning point 
in political history is the representation of the process that transforms 
Egmont into a symbol of the Dutch fight for freedom. Goethe's play is 
concerned with the confirmation of history as a represented event, as well 
as the way in which this representation is formed, or, in other words, how 
the relationship between political history and its modes of representation 
can be determined. 

IX. 
Upon the symbolization of the title figure, as described above, all 
occurrences in the play are aligned. Thus, in the first scene of the 
first act, "ArmbrustschieBen" (Shooting the crossbow), an image of 
the absent Egmont is conceived. Already in the first sequences it is 
the aura of the title figure that allows the representatives of the var
ious provinces of the Netherlands to unify for the first time. Upon 
his victory, Buyck, the Hollandish crossbow champion, wants to treat 
his fellow shooters: "Ein Konig nahrt seine Leute; und so, auf des 
Konigs Rechnung, Wein her!" (HA 4:371; A king suppOrts and feeds 
his people; so, wine!, 10). Contrary to Buyck's invitation, however, 
Jetter, citing the Brussels convention, raises an objection. Therewith 
an obvious divide between the individual provinces becomes apparent. 
In this instance only Ruysum's recourse to Egmont positions him in a 
way that allows him to reconcile the disagreement: referring to Buyck, 
he says "LaBt ihn! doch ohne Prajudiz! Das ist auch seines Herren 
Art, splendid zu sein und es laufen zu lassen, wo es gedeiht" (HA 
4:371-72; Let him do as he likes! Under protest, of course! 'Tis his 
master's way to be magnificent, and to have things done in a first-rate 
style, 10). In Egmont's name, a sense of unification among the dispa
rate crowd emerges. Egmont's aura, which develops in the conversa
tion, is thus not reliant on the grandeur of an absolute "other," which 
effectively confronts the simple folk with an insurmountable feeling 
of strangeness and aloofness. Such a fundamental sense of alienation 
is better associated with the Spanish king, of whom it is said: "Er lieB 
sich nicht sehen, da er hier war, als in Prunk und koniglichem Staate" 
(HA 4:372; When he was here he never showed except in pomp and 
royal state, 11). Contrastingly, of Egmont it is said: 

Warum ist aile Welt uem Grafen Egmont so hold? Warum trligen wir 
ihn aile auf den Hanuen? Weil man ihm ansieht, daB er lIns wohlwill; 
weil ihm die Fr6hlichkeit, das feeie Leben, die gure Meinung aus den 
Augen sieht; weil er nichts besitzt, das er dem Dlirftigen nicht mit
teilte, auch dem, der's nicht bedad1 (HA 4:372) 
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[Why is everyone so fond of Count Egmont? why would we all 
carry him on our hands? Why, because only look at him and you see 
he likes us; good fellowship, kindliness, are in his eye; because he has 
nothing he wouldn't share with a needy man, ay, and with a man 
who needs it not. Long live Count Egmont! (11)] 

The image of carrying Egmont in their hands expresses the nature of 
Egmont's aura: from within their ranks the Dutch transform one of their 
own into a symbolic figure. With the rransformation of Egmont into a 
symbolic figure, who, due to Ruysum and Buyck's witness accounts is 
elevated to the legend of the "Uberwinder bei St. Quintin" (HA 4:372; 
Conqueror of St. Quintin, 12) and "Heiden von Gravelingen" (HA 
4:372; Hero of Gravelines, 12) the play, thus, deals with the represen
tation of an act of the symbolic self-formation of the Dutch nation in 
statu nascendi. This act of symbolic self-formation can be specifically 
described as an operation of the metonymic shift: this is to say, one indi
vidual from the masses is attributed, by the very masses themselves, the 
function to represent them. Through this act the mass becomes a collec
tive. In Egmont, the symbolic level of the collective can be observed as 
an act of the collective's self-representation of its pragmatic life-contexts; 
the narrative is based on experience in order to once again inspire the 
action of the collective. If Goethe is attempting to represent on stage a 
"turning point of the political history," this historical event does not only 
produce the material of his drama. In such turning points, he observes, 
above all, a prefigured dialectical relationship between historical events 
and their symbolic representation. At their turning point, historical events 
urge, according to their implications, the masses to take it upon them
selves to transform events into images and thereby, through this very 
medium, once again become mobile and orientated. The symbolic forma
tion of a historical collective follows with a dialectical nexus that resonates 
between content and form, the historical event in a measured form purges 
itself from within, and this indeed implies the meaningfulness ofh~storical 
events. In this instance Goethe's view of representation comes very close 
to Hegel's narrative of reason. Goethe therewith claims that the status of 
the past is a focal point for a historical collective, through which this very 
action is guided by their self produced images of their past. Elsewhere, 
he speaks very much of the past as "der Zeiten Bildersaal" (WA 1.2:224; 
picture gallery of past-times). Goethe conceptualizes history as a synchro
nous image space that ultimately serves the collective, like individuals, as a 
medial space for identity construction. 

This diagnosis of the play's inherent reflection on the relationship 
between objective history and the form of its representation as a process 
of metonymic displacement is confirmed ex negativo in the second scene 
of the first act, "Palast der Regentin" (Palace of the regent). In this scene 
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the Spanish regent, Margaret of Parma enters into a conversation with 
her advisor Machiavel about an encounter she had had with Egmont: 
"lch kann es gestehen, daB mir Egmont heute einen recht innerlichen 
tiefen VerdruB erregte" (HA 4:380; I must own, then, that Egmont this 
very day has deeply annoyed and irritated me, 20). Following question
ing by her counterpart she names the reason: "Durch sein gewohnliches 
[Betragen], durch GleichgUltigkeit und Leichtsinn" (HA 4:380; By his 
ordinary manner-his usual indifference and levity of conduct, 20) the 
Dutchman had uncomfortably provoked her. The image substantiates 
itself further in Machiavell's retort: "Egmont [gehtJ einen freien Schritt, 
ais wenn die Welt ihm gehorte. [ ... ] Die Augen des Yolks sind aile nach 
ihm gerichtet, und die Herzen hangen an ihm" (HA 4:381; Egmont 
[ ... J steps forth freely as though he were master of the whole world. 
[ ... J The eyes of the people are all centered on him, and in their hearts 
they adore him, 22). Margaret replies: 

Seine Gesellschaften, Gastmahle und Gelage haben den Adel 
mehr verbunden und verknupft als die gefahrlichsten heimlichen 
Zusammenkunfte. Mit seinen Gesundheiten haben die Gaste einen 
dauernden Rausch, einen nie sich verziehenden Schwindel gesch6pft. 
Wie oft setzt er durch seine Scherzreden die Gemuter des Volks in 
Bewegung (HA 4:381) 

[His social gatherings, banquets, and suppers, have done more to 
unite and cement the nobles together, than the most dangerous 
secret associations. In listening to his toasts his guests have imbibed 
a permanent frenzy, a giddiness of brain that does not pass away. 
How often have his quips stirred the feeling of the people. (22)J 

What worries the Spanish regent even more than William of Orange's con
spiratorial plots is Egmont's aura. Margaret realizes that Egmom presents 
the threat of a radical change to the symbolic order, which in itself could 
potentially end the Spanish rule of the Netherlands. This is because the 
symbols of the Spanish rulers remain alien to the lives and times of the 
Dutch nation. As is evidenced in this scene, the relationship of objective his
tory to the form of its representation, therefore, is not arbitrary but lather 
dialectical and, in this sense, dialectics are seminal to the historical process. 

x. 
A third aspect of the symbolic formation of the Dutch people in the 
image of Egmont is finally represented. This is apparent in the third scene 
of the first act, "Blirgerhaus" (Citizen's house) where Egmollt's image is 
once again conceptualized. The symbolization process transforms and can 
be viewed in quite a different light compared to the previous scenes.21 
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During the course of the scene Clara informs her mother: "Gestern, 
denkt, gingen von seinen Leuten vorbei und sangen Lobliedchen auf ihn. 
Wenigstens war sein Name in den Liedern!" (HA 4:386; Yesterday, only 
think, some of his people passed by here, singing songs in his honour. 
At all events, his name I heard in the song, 29). Furthermore, Egmones 
transfiguration by the people is reflected in Clara's words about the 
woodcut, which she only recently encountered: 

Es war die Schlacht bei Gravelingen, und ich finde cben im Bilde 
den Buchstaben C. und suche unten in def Beschreibung C. Stehr 
da: "Graf Egmont, dem das Pferd unter clem Leibe totgeschos
sen wird." Mich iiberlief's-und hernach muB! ich lachen tiber 
den holzgeschnitzten Egmont, der so groB war als der Turm von 
Gravelingen gleich dabei und die englischen Schiffe an der Seite.
Wenn ich mich manchmal erinnere, wie ich mir sonst eine Schlacht 
vorgesellt, und was ich mir als Madchen rur ein Bild vom Grafen 
Egmont machte, wenn sie von ihm erzahlten, und von allen Grafen 
und FGrsten-und wie mir's jetzt ist! (HA 4:387) 

[It was the battle of Graveiines, and I found in the picture the let
ter C, and looked at the description beneath of it. There it was
"Count Egmont, and his horse shot under him." I felt a shudder, 
but afterwards couldn't heip smiling at the figure of Egmont in 
the woodcut; he was as tall as the tower of Gravelines hard by and 
the English ships at the side. Sometimes, when I recollect my early 
notions of a battle, and what sort of a picture as a girl I drew of 
Count Egmont, when they used to talk. of him, and of all the other 
counts and princes-and then think of me now! (29)] 

Through the manner in which Clara describes her reaction to the for
mation of the Dutch national consciousness in the image of Egmont, 
a discrepancy between Egmont's symbolic status on the one hand and 
Clara's own experience of the living individual Egmont on the other 
can be observed. Against the background of their affectionate intimacy, 
Clara views Egmont's symbolic distinction as being grotesque. For Clara, 
Egmont appears torn up inside: namely, the result of the conflict between 
national symbolic figure on the one hand, and the living trusted person 
on the other. One can also refer to a hiatus, which resonates between 
Egmont's two bodies; a conflict between his living body and the dignity 
of a signifying body. Commencing from the third scene of Goethe's play, 
the focus of the dramatic representation shifts from a reflection of the 
formative aspect of the form-content relationship of the Dutch collective 
identity in statu nascendi, as occurred in the first two scenes, toward a 
reflection of the medial status of the Egmont figure that, through met
onymic displacement, has been transformed to the level of the image. 
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What is being staged here, so to speak, is the status of the symbolic level 
as a distinct relation to the real spheres. The representation of this differ
ence-namely, the difference evident between the symbolic sphere and 
the real-will be constructed and solidified in various ways in the follow
ing scenes as a tense relationship between Egmont's two bodies. This ten
sion will be exposed, most importantly, by relying on the fact that as long 
as Egmont lives, the Dutch people expect him to appear as a messianic 
instance, instead of recognizing their own capacity to act as a capable col
lective in his image. In this sense, in a conversation about the drastically 
intensified oppression and the flight of the Dutch princes upon Alva's 
arrival at the beginning of the fourth act, Soest remarks: "GrafEgmont ist 
noch da" (HA 4:417; Count Egmont is still here, 68) and Jetter replies: 
"Gott sei Dank! Starken ihn aile Heiligen, daB er sein Bestes tut; der ist 
allein was vermogend" (HA 4:417; Thank God for that! Now may all 
the saints strengthen him to do his very utmost! He is the only man who 
can do us any good, 68). The apparent hiatus, based on Clara's perspec
tive in the first act, between Egmont's two bodies will remain uncertain 
and vague (with consequences for the symbolic formation of the Dutch 
nation) so long as Egmont lives: namely, as long as the real and the sym
bolic spheres are not distinctly disseminated. Only upon Egmont's death 
can he become a medium for the formation of ~he Dutch people, that is 
to say, this is only possible following his final departure from the sphere 
of the real and thereby only live on in the national narrative, that is only 
as an image. 

Acts 2 to 4 expose the inability of the Dutch to exercise a collec
tive identity as a result of the lack of distinction between the spheres of 
the real and the symbolic, therewith the final scene stages the dissemi
nation of these spheres as a condition for the symbolic formation of 
the Dutch nation. At the beginning, Silva relays the proclamation of 
the death sentence imposed on Egmont by the Spanish governor, the 
Duke of Alva. After Silva leaves the prison, only Alva's son Ferdinand 
remains in the dungeon with the convict. Uncertain about the reason of 
Ferdinand's presence, Egmont relays his opinion of Alva's actions and 
motives for imposing his death sentence: "mich hat der Eingebildete 
beneidet" (HA 4:446; long has the hal!ghty man envied me, 105). Alva, 
the "Ruhmslichtige" (HA 4:446; ambitious man, 105), envies Egmont's 
renown among the Dutch people, his aura, which Alva was made well 
aware of years before when Egmont defeated him in a duel: "Ich liber
wand ihn; seine Kugel irrre, die meine traf; ein lauter Freudenschrei der 
Meinigen durchbrach die Luft" (HA 4:447; I had the best of it: his ball 
missed; mine hit the mark; a shout of joy from my friends rent the air, 
105). Egmont not only views his death sentence as a means to eliminate 
him as a political opponent, however, but also to destroy his aura. This is 
because Alva, similar to Margaret previously, recognizes Egmont's aura 
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as a source capable of strengthening the Dutch resistance against the 
Spanish rule. This motive is all the more difficult as Egmont's aura even 
captivates Alva's own son, Ferdinand, as Goethe allows him to confess: 

Dein Name war's, der mie in meiner ersten Jugend gleich einem 
Stern des Himmels entgegenleuchtete. Wie oft hab ieh nach die 
gehorcht, gefragt! Des Kindes Hoffnung ist der Jtingling, des 
]Onglings der Mann. So bist dll vcr mie her geschritten; immer vor, 
und ohne Neid sah ieh dich vor, und schlitt die nach, und tort und 
fort. Nun hofft iell endlich dich Zll sehen, lind sah dich, lind mein 
Herz tJog die enrgegen. Dich han ieh mie bestimmt, lind wahlre dich 
allfs neue, da ich dich sah. (HA 4:448-49) 

[It was your name which in the early days of my youth shone before 
me like a star of heaven. How often have I inquired and asked after 
you! The child's ideal is the youth, the youth's ideal is the man. 
Thus, you were always in advance of me, and I saw you without envy 
in ti'ont of me, and constantly stepped after you. At last I hoped to 
see you; I did see you, and my heart flew towards you. I fixed on 
YOll as my model, and when once I saw you, I chose you once again. 
(107-8)] 

Through the young Spaniard's confession it becomes apparent that, in 
principle, Alva has already failed in his desired revenge: contrary to what 
he hopes, Ferdinand's encounter with the chained and convicted Egmont 
has in no way diminished Egmont's aura and dignity for Ferdinand. 
Egmont helps Ferdinand to overcome his desperation, 'which is derived 
from the fact that he must witness the model of his own self-concep
tion, humiliated and even killed by his own father. Egmont does this by 
offering himself to the young man as his idol: "War dir mein Leben ein 
Spiegel, in welchem du dich gerne betrachtetest, so sei es auch mein Tod" 
(HA 4:450; If my life was a mirror, where you saw yourself reflected so 
gladly, so also let my death be, 110). However, in this scene Egmont 
remains among the living, and as a living individual he too is afforded a 
medium in order to be certain of himself. Ferdinand's confession offers 
him such a medium at first: "Durch ihn bin ich der Sorgen los und der 
Schmerzen, der Furcht und jedes angstlichen Gefiihls" (HA 4:452; 
Through him I am now quit of Care and sorrow, fear, and every anxious 
thought, 112). From a mediological point of view, it is of crucial impor
tance to note that it is not the reflection in Alva's son's confession that 
affords Egmont the final self-confidence that he needs to confront the 
executioner in a dignified and composed manner. That which is intro
duced through Egmont's encounter with the young Spaniard locates an 
increased ability in his dream vision, in which the sleeping Clara appears. 
In contrast to Ferdinand the young lady no longer exists among the living 
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as she did in the preceding scene, as nature called from her "ihren letzten 
Zoll" (HA 4:452; her last tribute, 1I2). It is the deceased Clara, not the 
living Ferdinand, who becomes the medium for Egmont's final self-assur
ance. This determination to serve his beloved as a medium, in the case of 
the female figure, is already signified through her spoken name: "Clara." 
However, it is only upon her death that, for Egmont, she gains the clarity 
of a mirror, in which he is finally able to clarifY his identity: 

Die Freiheit in himmlischem Gewande, von einer K1arheit umt1os
sen, rull[ auf einer Wolke. Sie hat die Zuge von Klarchen und neigt 
sich gegen den schlafenden Heiden. Sie druckt cine bedauemde 
Empfindung allS, sie scheint ihn Ztl bek1agen. Bald taBt sie sich, und mit 
aufiuuntemder Gebarde zeigt sie ihm das Bi"mdel Pfeile, dann den Stab 
mit dem Hure. Sie heiBt ihn froh sein, und indem sie ihm andeuret, daB 
sein Ted den Provinzen die Freiheit verschatlen werde, erkenm sie ihn 
als Sieger und reicht ihm einen Lorbeerkranz. (HA 4:453) 

[Freedom, draped like an angel, with a halo, rests upon a cloud. Her 
features are like CLARA'S, and she bends towards the sleeping hero. 
Her expression is sad, she seems to pity him. She soon recovers her
selt~ and with animated gesture shows him the bundle of arrows, 
then the staff and cap. She bids him be of good cheer, and whilst 
indicating to him that his death will bring freedom to the provinces, 
she a..:knowledges him as a conqueror, and holds out to him a laurel 
crown. (12-13)] 

Being adorned by his deceased beloved and therewith being declared a 
symbolic figure of the Dutch freedom fight, it is the anticipation of his 
own mirror function that serves as a haven for his identity construction. 
This, however, only happens following his role of having served Clara as a 
medium during her death scene, in order to make the meaningfulness of 
her death clear to her. Her medial function for Egmont is the entelechy of 
her existence. Egmont, on his behalf, can fitlfill this reflective function for 
Clara only when she, following her failed attempts to free him, anticipates 
his death in her despairing imagination: 

Die Tyrannei ermordet in der Nacht den Herrlichen! vor allen 
Augen verborgen tlieBt sein Blur. Angstlich im S..:hlafe liegt das 
betaubte Volk und traumt von Retrung, traumt ihres ohnmachtigen 
Wunsches Erfi.iIlung; indes, unwillig Ober uns, sein Geist die Welt 
verlaBt. Er ist dahin! (HA 4:441) 

[Tyranny will murder the noble one in the night time! His blood 
flows unseen by all human eyes. The bewildered people lie in anx
ious slumber, dreaming of deliverance, dreaming of the fulfillment 
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of the impotent hopes, whilst his spirit, indignant with us, forsakes 
the world. He is dead! (99) 1 

In the final scene of Goethe's historical drama, an escalation consequently 
occurs in the reflection process: instead of presenting a reality outside of 
themselves, the mediums reflect one another. This leads to the medium 
(as such) returning to the center of the representation. The final scene 
of Egmont is not merely interested in the dramatic representation of the 
historical occurrences of the Dutch revolution; neither is it only con
cerned with the representation of the symbolic formation of the Dutch 
nation in the image of Egmont. Of greater significance in the final scene 
is that Goethe's historical drama becomes a representation of the medium 
itself-it is concerned with the representation of a distinctive symbolic 
sphere and its function for the formation of a historical collective. What 
displeases the young Schiller as a "salto mortale into an opera world" 
is that it allows itself to consequently be read as a self-representation 
of drama as a medium of history, indeed as a self-representation of the 
medium of the historical drama. 

Unlike Hegel, whose work on the concept of history declares the sig
nifying body (as the other of the concept) as meaningless-and thereby 
excludes it from the self-reflection of the historical process-Goethe's 
historical drama stages the trialectics of content, form, and medium, 
meaning that the consciousness of image is seminal to the symbolic for
mation of the historical process. Goethe's above-cited comparison of the 
past as "time's picture gallery" is thus meant to be taken literally. Unlike 
Hegel's work on the concept of history, Goethe's work on the image 
of history does not skim over the level of the medium itself. Thereby, 
Goethe's poetic strategy in Egmont corresponds with Jacques Derrida's 
claim that: "Ou bien l'ecriture n'a jamais ete un simple 'supplement,' ou 
bien il est urgent de construire une nouvelle logique du 'supplement",22 
(either writing was never a simple "supplement," or it is urgently nec
essary to construct a new logic of the "supplement. "23) In doing so, 
Goethe's Egmont not only clearly demonstrates the difference between 
the two bodies of history, it also makes visible the poetic operation of 
semiotization as an intrinsically meaningful act from which the second 
body-the signifying body-emerges. This means that the hierarchization 
of image and concept attempted by Hegel's historical narrative, driven 
by the reduction of the historical individual to a supposedly meaningless 
function as a signifying body, collapses in itself, since the production of 
the absolute standpoint from which the succession of historical events can 
be narrated, as world history, against the yardstick of reason, now appears 
as a progressive exclusion of the historical individual. It can be said that 
Hegel, in this respect, is haunted by Goethe's ghost. 

-Translated by Robert Savage and Erik Beyersdorf 
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